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Atmospheric aerosols are major players in determining the Earth’s radiation budget
(Horvath, 1993). Different particles have different absorption and scattering spectra.
For example, soot particles absorb solar radiation over a broad wavelength range
from the ultraviolet to the infrared; in contrast, most organic particles absorb weakly
in the visible, while brown carbon particles absorbs mostly in the UV-blue part of the
solar spectrum (Chen and Bond, 2010). Entrained mineral dust particles also exhibit
characteristic scattering and absorption spectra depending on their composition (e.g.,
amount of iron oxides, Moosmüller et al., 2012), size, and morphology. The absorption of solar radiation by these particles contributes to the heating of the surrounding
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1 Introduction
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A novel multi-wavelength photoacoustic-nephelometer spectrometer (SC-PNS) has
been developed for the optical characterization of atmospheric aerosol particles. This
instrument integrates a white light supercontinuum laser with photoacoustic and nephelometric spectroscopy to measure aerosol absorption and scattering coefficients at
five wavelength bands (centered at 417, 475, 542, 607, and 675 nm). These wavelength bands were selected from the continuous spectrum of the laser (ranging from
400–2200 nm) using a set of optical interference filters. Absorption and scattering measurements on laboratory-generated aerosol samples were performed sequentially at
each wavelength band.
To test the instrument we measured the wavelength dependence of absorption and
scattering coefficients of kerosene soot and common salt aerosols. Results were favorably compared to those obtained with a commercial 3-wavelength photoacoustic
and nephelometer instrument demonstrating the utility of the SC light source for studies of aerosol optical properties at selected wavelengths. Here, we discuss instrument
design, development, calibration, performance and experimental results.
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atmosphere, while cooling the Earth’s surface, thereby affecting convective processes
and cloud properties and lifecycle. Some particles including most organics, sulphates,
and salts scatter solar radiation efficiently without absorption, hence cooling the atmosphere (Chýlek et al., 1995) and reducing atmospheric visibility (Tang et al., 1981;
Moosmüller and Arnott, 2009). These different aerosol species are released or formed
into the atmosphere as a result of anthropogenic, biogenic, and other natural processes
(like wind-driven dust entrainment) and significantly affect climate by means of their direct and indirect radiative forcing (Parry et al., 2007).
The efficiency of aerosols to absorb and scatter solar radiation depends upon particles characteristics like size, morphology, and refractive index. Therefore, aerosol absorption and scattering coefficients exhibit distinct wavelength dependencies. A number of experimental studies have been conducted to investigate the wavelength dependence of scattering and absorption of atmospheric aerosol exhibiting complex mixing of
different components (e.g., Gyawali et al., 2012, 2013; Flowers et al., 2010; Bergstrom
et al., 2007). Several controlled laboratory studies have also been performed, generating aerosols including soot, salt, and biomass burning particles and controlling or
studying in detail the mixing state of different components (e.g., Sheridan et al., 2005;
Lewis et al., 2008; Cross et al., 2010). Absorbing carbonaceous aerosols are termed
light absorbing carbon and include soot and brown carbon (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006;
Andreae and Gelencsér, 2006). An inverse dependence of the absorption coefficient
on wavelength λ (i.e., λ−1 ) has typically been observed for absorption by small soot
particles (e.g., Bergstrom et al., 2002). In general, over a limited wavelength range,
−b
the absorption coefficient is approximately proportional to λ . While for small soot
particle b ∼ 1, for brown carbon particles that can be generated for example from smoldering biomass burning, the value of the exponent b is wavelength dependent and
is typically significantly greater than 1 for shorter visible and UV wavelengths leading
to much enhanced absorption in the blue part of the solar spectrum (e.g., Sun et al.,
2007; Lewis et al., 2008; Lack et al., 2012; Ramanathan et al., 2005). Salts, such as
NaCl and (NH4 )2 SO4 , are non-absorbing in the visible and contribute to light extinction
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mostly by scattering the incident radiation (Abu-Rahmah et al., 2006; Irshad et al.,
2009; Chamaillard et al., 2003; Schnaiter et al., 2006).
Measurement of the wavelength dependence of aerosol optical properties has been
a challenging task, due to the dependence of optical properties on highly variable
parameters such as mixing, morphology, composition, size and due to the inhomogeneous distribution of aerosols in the atmosphere. Integrating nephelometry is the
most common technique for measuring in-situ aerosol scattering coefficients (Heintzenberg and Charlson, 1996; Abu-Rahmah et al., 2006). The two most common types of
nephelometers are: (a) direct integrating nephelometer and (b) reciprocal integrating
nephelometer (Marcos, 1999). A number of in-situ measurement techniques for the
quantification of light absorption by aerosols have been available for years. The photoacoustic technique is currently gaining recognition due to its higher accuracy with respect to filter-based instruments and due to the availability of commercial instruments
(Moosmüller et al., 2009; Lack et al., 2008). Several photoacoustic instrument designs
have been developed by different groups for applications in the field of atmospheric
measurements. Modern photoacoustic instruments typically exploit the high brightness
and directionality of laser sources; however, these sources are generally monochromatic.
The commercially available photoacoustic spectrometer (PASS-3, by DMT Inc.), has
evolved from its prototype single wavelength photoacoustic spectrometer (Arnott et al.,
1999) and the dual wavelength photoacoustic spectrometer (Lewis et al., 2008) to the
3-wavelength instrument at 405, 532 and 781 nm, each wavelength being generated by
an individual laser. These instruments also simultaneously measure aerosol scattering
by reciprocal nephelometric technique. From the simultaneous measurement of the extensive absorption and scattering coefficients, provided by the integrated photoacoustic
and nephelometer, one can obtain the aerosol single scattering albedo (SSA), which is
the ratio of the scattering to the extinction coefficients. The SSA is an intensive quantity and is one of the fundamental parameters needed to calculate the aerosol radiative
forcing (e.g., Chylek and Wong, 1995). The simultaneous measurement of absorption
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and scattering coefficients with these instruments allows obtaining additional information from the same aerosol sample, in contrast to instruments which provide only an
estimate of absorption, such as the aethalometer, the Particle Soot/Absorption Photometer (PSAP), and the Multi-Angle Absorption Photometer (MAAP).
A photoacoustic instrument discussed in Lack et al. (2006) uses a multi-pass cell
to increase sensitivity at a single wavelength (532 nm). The latest multi-wavelength
development of this instrument operates at three wavelengths: 404, 532, and 658 nm.
Another multi-wavelength photoacoustic instrument developed by Ajtai et al. (2010) at
the University of Szeged, Hungary measures the aerosol absorption simultaneously at
four different wavelengths (266, 355, 532, and 1064 nm) by using a single laser source
and higher harmonics generation. In a recent development, a tunable narrow linewidth
Optical Parametrical Oscillator (OPO) has been combined with a photoacoustic cell
for the sequential measurement of aerosol absorption coefficients over a wide spectral
range (Haisch et al., 2012).
The main motivation behind the development of new instrumentation with increasing
number of operating wavelengths is the role that wavelength dependencies of aerosol
absorption and scattering have on radiative forcing and climate. The use of a broadband laser source is an alternative to high power tunable lasers (such as the OPO)
or the increased number of single wavelength sources in current photoacoustic spectrometers (as in the PASS-3). Supercontinuum, white light lasers are currently gaining
great interest in biomedical applications, optical communications, as well as in fundamental spectroscopy due to their broad spectral bandwidth, high power, high stability,
and relatively flat spectrum. Although supercontinuum generation has its roots in the
pioneering work by Alfano and Shapiro in the early 1970’s (Alfano and Shapiro, 1970),
compact and robust supercontinuum lasers have become commercially available only
in the last decade. Typically in these table-top systems, the supercontinuum generation
is based on the spectral broadening of ultrashort laser pulses in photonic crystal fibers
due to their high optical nonlinearity (Russell, 2003; Knight, 2003; Ranka et al., 2000;
Dudley et al., 2006).
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In Fig. 1, we show the schematic of the multi-wavelength photoacoustic-nephelometer
spectrometer discussed here. The instrument uses a supercontinuum laser as a broadband light source combined with photoacoustic and nephelometery cells which allows
measuring scattering and absorption of aerosol particles over a broad wavelength
range.
The supercontinuum Laser SC400 (Fianium Inc.) used in our study has a core
pumped Yb-doped fiber as a master oscillator and uses a passive mode locking technique that enables the emission of short laser pulses (< 10 ps) with a high pulse
repetition rate (20 MHz). The radiation from the master oscillator is amplified using
a polarization-maintaining double-clad Yb-doped fiber, pumped by a high power laser
diode. The high peak power pulses emitted by the amplifier enter then a highly nonlinear photonic crystal fiber that causes large spectral broadening resulting in supercontinuum emission starting at a wavelength of ∼ 400 nm, peaking around 1200–
1300 nm, and extending beyond 2200 nm. A detailed discussion of the process of supercontinuum generation in non-linear Yb-doped double-clad fibers can be found in
Roy et al. (2007). The beam exiting the fiber is collimated with a lens-based collimator.
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We present here the development of a new instrument that combines a supercontinuum light source with a photoacoustic-nephelometer spectrometer (SC-PNS) for the
simultaneous measurement of the scattering and absorption coefficients of an aerosol
sample at a given wavelength band. First, we describe the prototype development and
its calibration, and then we discuss some preliminary tests performed with different
laboratory-generated aerosols followed by a discussion on the performance of the instrument. The broad spectrum of the supercontinuum source that covers almost the
entire tropospheric solar spectrum, currently enables us to characterize the aerosols at
five wavelength bands in the visible, and future work will expand this capability to the
near-infrared (NIR).
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The spectrum of the collimated laser beam has been obtained with a Fieldspec 3
Portable Spectroradiometer (ASD Inc.) and is shown in Fig. 2.
In the SC-PNS, the collimated beam from the supercontinuum laser is passed
through a combination of optical filters used to select the wavelength bands of interest.
First, the visible part of the supercontinuum spectrum is selected by using a visible
light bandpass filter unit. This filter unit consists of two dichroic mirrors placed diagonally and opposite to each other. These dichroic mirrors reflect the visible wavelengths,
which exit the filter unit as a visible white light beam. The NIR wavelengths are transmitted through the dichroic mirrors and are dissipated. Figure 2 also shows the spectrum
of the beam filtered by the visible light filter with a logarithmic radiance axis. Notice the
peak at 1064 nm corresponding to the residual of the fundamental emission from the
master source.
The selection of different wavelength bands is achieved by using a series of singlebandpass filters (BrightLine filters by Semrock) mounted on a rotating filterwheel (Edmund Optics). Aerosols do not exhibit sharp spectral features; therefore, the bandpass
width of each filter was chosen as a tradeoff between the need for modest spectral
resolution and significant laser power (the photoacoustic signal is directly proportional
to the laser power, see Eq. 1). The filter center wavelengths were chosen to cover
most of the visible spectrum available from the supercontinuum source. The optical
specifications of the single-band bandpass filters are listed in Table 1.
The spectrum of the beam emerging from the visible filter unit shown in Fig. 2 contains some residual NIR light beyond 800 nm. An IR blocking filter (FGS900 Thorlabs)
was used in front of the filter wheel to greatly reduce the power of this spurious NIR
component. Figure 3 represents the spectra obtained for the beam filtered with the
visible filter unit, the IR blocking filter, and each one of the interference filters.
The aerosol measurement cell unit used in our experiments consists of two cylindrical cells connected in series. The first cell is used for the measurement of absorption
coefficients (photoacoustic spectrometer) and the second for the measurement of scattering coefficients (reciprocal nephelometer) (Fig. 1). Particles flow through both cells
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along their axis, and the laser beam propagates coaxial to the airflow. The sample flow
is maintained at a rate of ∼ 0.6 lpm by using a critical orifice and a pump. The critical
orifice also acoustically isolates the photoacoustic cell from the pump.
The photoacoustic cell consists of an acoustic resonator of length ∼ 118 mm which
is approximately equal to half of the acoustic wavelength, and diameter 6.35 mm. The
resonator is equipped with a hearing aid microphone (Knowles Inc. model# EK 23028)
to measure the acoustic signal generated in the photoacoustic process (Tam, 1986).
The optical power at the filter-selected wavelength band is modulated at the resonant
acoustic frequency of the cell (∼ 1.5 kHz) by using an optical chopper (New Focus
model #3501). The modulated light enters the cell through a Brewster window. When
sample particles absorb the modulated laser radiation, an acoustic signal is generated.
The resonator amplifies the signal improving the signal to noise ratio. The microphone
mounted in the resonator at the acoustic antinode detects the acoustic signal as a pressure change on its surface. The absorption coefficient of the aerosol is given by:

|

2
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where, Pm is the pressure at the microphone at the resonant frequency f0 , PL is the
laser power; Ares is the area of the geometric resonator cross section, γ is the ratio
of specific heat at constant pressure and volume, and Q is the quality factor of the
resonator (Rosencwaig, 1980; Arnott et al., 1999; Lewis et al., 2008; Moosmüller et al.,
2009) ∼ 20.9 for our cell.
The scattering cell incorporates a reciprocal integrating nephelometer design (Marcos, 1999). The cell is equipped with two apertures of ∼ 6.5 mm diameter, and the scattering measurements are performed in the volume between these apertures. The apertures serve to decrease background radiation and to limit the truncation angle to ±5◦
The “scattering photodiode” (ThorLabs FDS100) used to detect the scattering signal
is mounted on top of the nephelometer cell between the two apertures. A Lambertian
diffuser is placed in front of the photodiode to provide an integrated cosine-weighted
6300
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scattering signal. The laser radiation that propagates through the photoacoustic cell
without being absorbed or scattered by the aerosols and gases within the cells, is detected by a photodiode (ThorLabs FDS100, we will refer to it as the “extinction photodiode”), mounted on an integrating sphere for measuring the total optical power entering
it.
A control box incorporates an HEPA filter and a solenoid switch that the operator (or
a computer digital signal) can periodically turn on to let the sample flow through an
HEPA filter before reaching the measurement cell; this procedure is used to measure
the background signal with particles removed from the sample. The control box also
contains a sensor to measure the sample air pressure. The scattering and absorption
background signals are due to electronic noise, molecular Rayleigh scattering, absorption by gases like NO2 present in the sampled air, and scattering or absorption of
the laser beam at the windows and walls of the cells. In our experiments, background
measurements were done for every minute of sample measurement. The background
3
2
−1
signal obtained for scattering and absorption were in the order of 10 and 10 M m ,
respectively. The background values of absorption and scattering are subtracted from
the measured values to obtain the actual absorption and scattering by the aerosol particles alone. The outlet sample line from the photoacoustic has a temperature and RH
sensor.
Instrument data are acquired with a National Instruments data acquisition card that
has 8 channels for synchronous acquisition (NI PCI-6143) and a desktop PC. The card
also provides a TTL signal to drive the chopper at the reference frequency and phase.
LabView software includes functions of lock-in amplifier and Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) analyzer for phase sensitive detection of the photoacoustic signal and reduction
of the noise in the microphone signal (Arnott et al., 1999; Scofield, 1994; Scott et al.,
2001). The FFT is also used to measure the transmitted laser and scattered power.
During some of the experiments we simultaneously operated a commercial 3wavelength photoacoustic/nephelometer spectrometer (PASS-3 by DMT Inc.) and
a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS by TSI model# 3080). The PASS-3
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Laboratory generated kerosene soot and nebulized salt (NaCl) aerosols were used to
calibrate and test the instrument. Soot was generated with a simple kerosene lamp sold
for domestic use. Salt in aqueous solution was nebulized using an ultrasonic mist maker
or an aerosol generator (TSI 3076). The nebulized salt solution was then dried by
passing it through a dessicator (anhydrous drierite) that reduced the sample RH value
to ∼ 30 % before delivery to the instrument. The aerosol sample was forced through
the sample line by an eductor pump which provided diluted, relatively steady aerosol
concentrations.
Because our instrument operated only at one wavelength-band at a time, in order to
compare the aerosol optical properties obtained at each wavelength-band the aerosol
concentration needed to vary slowly and monotonically and the size distribution needed
to change as little as possible. This was achieved by using an iron lung, which is basically a conducting bag lined inside a drum filled with the aerosol (Arnold et al., 2013).
As the aerosol is drawn from the lung by the instruments, the bag gradually collapses
resulting in a slow and monotonically decaying particle concentration with small variations in the size distribution. The typical absorption and scattering coefficients measured by the SC-PNS and PASS-3 at the iron lung output were in the order of 2000–
−1
3000 M m . The SMPS was used for monitoring the size distribution and concentration
of the aerosol sample delivered from the iron lung. The average mode number diameter (MND) and geometric standard deviation (GSD) for soot were 208(±16) nm and
1.77(±0.03) nm, respectively over a period of 2 h and 6 min. For salt, the average MND
and the GSD measured by SMPS were 140(±7) nm and 1.77(±0.012) nm, respectively
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simultaneously measures the aerosol scattering and absorption at 405, 532 and
781 nm, while our current instrument measures scattering and absorption at one wavelength at a time.
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The calibration procedure of the SC-PNS involves four steps: (1) calibration of the
extinction photodiode, (2) measurement of the resonance response of the acoustic cell,
(3) calibration of the scattering photodiode (including the diffuser angular response),
and (4) absorption calibration (calibration of the microphone response).
The extinction photodiode is calibrated by comparing the output signal of the photodiode with the power of the laser at the different wavelength bands as measured by
a calibrated power meter (ThorLabs, PM100-D) at the end of SC-PNS cells.
The resonance response of the acoustic cell is measured using a piezoelectric transducer by scanning its emission frequency and recording the signal at the microphone.
The microphone signal is then compared to a Lorentzian resonance curve and a least
square fit is performed using a second order polynomial to obtain the values of the
resonator quality factor, Q and the resonance frequency, f0 (Arnott et al., 1999).
The absorption and scattering calibration procedure for the SC-PNS is based on the
measurement of the single-pass light extinction. High sample concentrations yielding
−1
absorption or scattering coefficients up to 40 000–60 000 M m are necessary to obtain a significant extinction signals in the order of 1–3 % (Eq. 3) due to the short optical
path L within the cell (405 mm). The scattering calibrations at the different wavelengths,
are carried out using non-absorbing aerosols (e.g., salt) while absorbing aerosols (e.g.,
soot) are used for absorption calibrations. The calibration coefficients are determined
by comparing the scattering and absorption signals to the extinction signal and exploiting the optical closure relation given by:

Discussion Paper

over a period of 2 h and 6 min. The number in parenthesis represents one standard
deviation (Fig. 4).
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and βabs is the absorption coefficient, βsca is the scattering coefficient, PL is the laser
power in absence of aerosols, L is the length of the cell, and PPD is the transmitted
laser power detected by the extinction photodiode. Abu-Rahmah et al. (2006) describe
the scattering calibration technique for the nephelometer using white (non-absorbing)
aerosols. Ammonium sulphate (NH4)2 SO4 and Sodium Chloride (NaCl) can be considered non-absorbing in the spectral range of interest. In our experiments we used NaCl
dissolved in water and aerosolized with the system described earlier.
For non-absorbing aerosols βabs = 0 and βext = βsca , then βext obtained from Eq. (3)
is used to obtain the scattering calibration factor. With this aim, the signal measured by
the scattering photodiode is plotted against the extinction signal; the slope of a linear
fit gives the scattering calibration constant.
Similarly, the calibration constant for absorption is calculated using a strongly absorbing aerosol and Eqs. (2) and (3) with the calibrated scattering, and again using
the extinction measurement. We used kerosene soot as a strongly absorbing aerosol
(Arnott et al., 2000). The calibration constant for absorption is given by the slope of
a linear regression of the microphone signal vs. the extinction minus the scattering
signals.
Figure 5a shows the extinction vs. scattering plot for the scattering calibration check
at all filter wavelengths during one of our experiments, and Fig. 5b shows the absorption vs. extinction- scattering plot for the absorption calibration check. Scattering and
absorption calibration constants of 0.99(±0.02) and 1.14(± 0.03), respectively were
obtained in this instance within a confidence interval of 95 %. The variability in the
calibration is calculated as the standard deviation of the calibration constants, as obtained from the absorption and the scattering calibrations at the five different filter wavelength bands. The variation within different calibrations is lower than 15 % for scattering
and lower than 8 % for absorption. The graphs also show that there is no systematic
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After calibration, the SC-PNS was tested with kerosene soot and nebulized NaCl salt
in two separate experiments and the results were compared to the PASS-3 data. As
mentioned earlier, the PASS-3 operated continuously during the experiment measuring
at three wavelengths simultaneously, while the SC-PAS was operated in sequence,
one wavelength at a time; measurements were done with each optical filter for ∼ 1 min.
In the following discussion, we will refer to “run” as a full set of the different optical
filters (from 1 to 5). We performed background measurements before and after sample
measurement on each filter. Measurements continued until the particle concentration
dropped to a value too low to provide a reasonable signal to noise ratio on the SCPNS. The experiment for each aerosol type lasted for about 2 h with 5–6 complete
runs. A comparison of the data obtained from the two instruments is discussed next.
The PASS-3 and the SC-PNS data were first normalized to the average of the PASS3 signal over the time correspondent to each wavelength of the first run. This was
done to normalize for the changes in aerosol concentration over the span of the entire
experiment and to allow for a direct comparison of the different SC-PAS wavelengths.
The two instruments operate at different wavelengths and different bandwidths;
therefore, in order to compare the measurements, the absorption and scattering measured by the PASS-3 was interpolated over the spectrum of the supercontinuum
through each filter. The interpolation for the wavelengths correspondent to the filters
F1 and F2 was done using the Ångström exponent for absorption and scattering calculated from the 405 and 532 nm wavelengths from the PASS-3 using Eq. (4). The interpolation for the wavelengths correspondent to the filters F3, F4 and F5 was done using
the Ångström exponents calculated from the 532 and 781 nm data from the PASS-3.
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wavelength-dependence in the calibration variability and that the instrument response
is quite linear over large scattering and absorption ranges.
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where λ is the wavelength between minimum (λmin ) and maximum (λmax ) of single band
filters and E (λ) is the radiance transmitted by the filter at wavelength λ; βabs(sca) (λPASS-3 )
is the absorption or scattering measured at wavelength (λPASS-3 ) by the PASS-3;
αabs(sca) is the Ångström exponent for absorption or scattering obtained from PASS3 measurements for the respective wavelength pair.
A correction for background drifts of the PASS-3 was applied by linearly interpolating the background values between two consecutive background measurements. This
procedure was not necessary for the SC-PAS due to the frequent zeroing and the high
stability of the laser. The data so obtained from the PASS-3 were compared to the
values of absorption and scattering measured by the SC-PNS. The wavelength dependencies of absorption and scattering for kerosene soot and NaCl measured by the
SC-PNS and the PASS-3 are compared and discussed in the next section. The SCPNS data presented in the following figures are the average of all the measurements
at each wavelength band over the different runs. The error bars represent the square
root of the sum of the squares of the standard errors (standard deviation divided by
the square root of the number of data) of the measurements for each run, background
error and the estimated variability in the calibration (8 % in absorption and 15 % in scattering). The error in the background is calculated as the standard error of the mean of
the absorption and scattering signals obtained during background measurements (zeroing).
6306

|

min

Discussion Paper
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where, C is a wavelength-independent constant and αabs(sca) is the Ångström exponent
for absorption or scattering (Moosmüller et al., 2011). The interpolated value at each
wavelength was averaged over the wavelength bandwidth for each filter weighted by
the spectral radiance transmitted by each filter (the radiance data from Fig. 3 were
used) using Eq. (5).
Rλmax  λ αabs(sca)
βabs(sca) (λPASS-3 )E (λ)d(λ)
λmin λPASS-3
βabs(sca) =
(5)
Rλmax
E (λ)dλ
λ
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Common salt (NaCl) aerosol is white (SSA = 1) and is expected to show negligible absorption at visible wavelengths. Figure 7a shows the absorption coefficient of salt obtained from SC-PNS and PASS-3. The absorption coefficients from the two instruments
are zero within their respective errors demonstrating, as expected, that scattering does
not interfere with the absorption measurement, or in other words, the photoacoustic effect is insensitive to scattering. On the other hand, the values of scattering coefficients
obtained from the two instruments show strong wavelength dependence (Fig. 7b). In
view of the zero absorption, the single scattering albedo (Fig. 7c) had a constant value
∼ 1, irrespective of wavelength.
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5.2 Salt
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Figure 6a shows the absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength with a power
law fit of the SC-PNS data yielding an Absorption Ångström Exponent (AAE) of ∼ 0.972
(±0.001). This value is consistent with the λ−1 dependence demonstrated in a number
of theoretical and experimental studies previously conducted on kerosene soot (Sheridan et al., 2005; Bergstrom et al., 2002; Moosmüller and Arnott, 2009). During the
Reno aerosol optics study (Sheridan et al., 2005) the AAE for kerosene soot was measured to be in the range of 0.94 to 1.0. The Scattering Ångström Exponent (SAE)
in our experiment is ∼ 1.611 (±0.005) as shown in Fig. 6b. For comparison, Gyawali
et al. (2012) obtained a SAE of 1.88 for kerosene soot; we point out that the SAE is
strongly dependent on particle size. The single scattering albedo as a function of wavelength is shown in Fig. 6c and is decreasing with increasing wavelength above 550 nm
for both instruments. Measurements from the two instruments agree with each other
within the statistical uncertainties of the data.
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5.1 Kerosene soot
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where I0 is the laser intensity measured while particle-free dry air was flowing through
the instrument, I is the laser intensity measured with the 101.3 ppm NO2 mixture flowing in the cell, and L is the cell length.
The photoacoustic signal and the extinction coefficient obtained by our instrument at
each wavelength band were compared to the absorption coefficients calculated from
the NO2 absorption cross sections using the HITRAN database at 294 K (Orphal and
Chance, 2003; Rothman et al., 2003). Figure 8a shows a plot of the photoacoustic
signal and extinction coefficient measured by our instrument and that calculated from
the HITRAN database as a function of wavelength and Fig. 8b shows a plot of the
phtoacoustic signal and extinction coefficient measured as a function of the absorption
coefficient from the HITRAN database for an NO2 concentration of 101.3 ppm. For a direct comparison, the absorption coefficient from the HITRAN database was weighted
by the spectral radiance at each wavelength and integrated over the complete wavelength band of each filter to obtain the absorption coefficient for the corresponding filter.
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Nitrogen dioxide absorbs throughout the visible region and therefore can be used to
evaluate the absorption measured by the instrument of the SC-PNS. With this aim, we
conducted an experiment by maintaining a continuous flow of 101.3 (±2) ppm (mole
%) NO2 in air through the instrument. The difference between the scattering coefficient
of particle free air and the NO2 mixture is negligible in the visible region, and therefore
the measured extinction coefficient of the laser radiation should correspond to the absorption coefficient. The photoacoustic signal (expressed in units inverse megameters
as calibrated with kerosene soot) and the scattering coefficient were measured directly
and the extinction coefficient was calculated from the laser powers measured with the
extinction photodiode at the integrating sphere using Eq. (6).
   
I
−1
βext =
ln
(6)
L
I0
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5.3 Nitrogen dioxide
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Absorption by NO2 decreases rapidly with increasing wavelengths while is accompanied by photodissociation at UV and blue wavelengths (∼ 289–422 nm). The quantum
yield of photodissociation for NO2 is approximately 1 up to 370 nm and then decreases
rapidly reaching a value of 0.02 around 422 nm (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998). Filter
1 (417 ± 60 nm) has a bandwidth range from 386 to 456 nm which overlaps with the
expected photodissociation range. Therefore, as expected, for filter 1 we measured
a photoacoustic signal (βabs PAS) lower than the calculated NO2 absorption coefficient
and the measured extinction coefficient (Tian et al., 2013). We corrected for the photodissociation effect by weighting the quantum yield by the spectral radiance of filter
1 (ϕnet ) and dividing the photacoustic signal by (1 − ϕnet ). The corrected βabs (represented in the graph by the hollow circle in Fig. 8b) is increased by a factor of ∼ 1.3.
No correction is needed for the other wavelength bands due to the negligible photodissociation quantum yield at these wavelengths. The extinction and the absorption
coefficients (including the corrected value for filter 1) lie on the 1 : 1 line (βabs PAS and
βext PAS : βabs HITRAN) within the error limits. The uncertainty in the absorption coefficient calculated from the HITRAN database is calculated as the square root of the sum
of squares of 2 % uncertainty in NO2 concentration, as per gas specification, and 2 %
uncertainty in NO2 absorption cross section indicated in Orphal and Chance (2003).
From our analysis and plot we omitted the absorption coefficient for the filter centered
at 675 nm (filter 5), which was ∼ 1000 M m−1 because NO2 absorption cross sections
beyond 663 nm are not available in the HITRAN database that we used.
The results of this experiment demonstrate the validity of the absorption calibration
procedure discussed earlier, and indirectly also the scattering calibration, as the absorption calibration with kerosene soot is based on the difference between extinction
and calibrated scattering, as previously suggested by Arnott et al. (2000).
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The instrumental noise and drifts were studied by operating the instrument with
aerosol-free air (using indoor air filtered with a HEPA filter) for each wavelength band.
The instrument stability and the minimum detection limit of the instrument were analyzed using Allan deviation plots. The instrument is considered to be stable for a length
of time when the signal is free from drifts. Averaging the signal over this time reduces
the noise of the instrument, improves the signal to noise ratio and hence the minimum
detection limit of the instrument. For a signal which includes random noise and instrumental drift, the Allan deviation firstly decreases proportionally with the reciprocal of
the square root of the averaging (integration) time and then increases as instrumental
drift becomes significant (Werle et al., 1993; Skřı́nský et al., 2009).
We used a Matlab code written by Fabian Czerwinski (Czerwinski, 2010) to calculate
the Allan deviation for the absorption and scattering signals for the SC-PNS and the
PASS-3 as shown in Fig. 9a and b, respectively. The lowest point in each plot indicates
the minimum detectable absorption and scattering coefficients at the respective wavelength and averaging time. Table 2 lists the approximate values of minimum detectable
absorption and scattering coefficients obtained at each wavelength band of the SCPNS for an equal integration time of 60 s. For comparison we also added the minimum
detection limits at 60 s integration time similarly calculated for the PASS-3.
−1
Minimum detectable absorption of 0.5, 2 and 1 M m and minimum detectable scat−1
tering of less than 2 M m can be achieved for 542, 607 and 675 nm wavelengths by
integrating the signal for ∼ 60 s. These values of minimum detectable absorption and
scattering makes the instrument capable of measuring ambient aerosols even in environemtns with medium-low aerosol concentrations.
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6 Instrumental noise and minimum detection limits versus integration time
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We developed a new photoacoustic-nephelometer instrument using a supercontinuum
laser as light source for the measurement of absorption and scattering coefficients
of aerosol samples at multiple wavelengths (i.e., 417, 475, 542, 607, and 675 nm).
The instrument was tested with kerosene soot and common salt for the wavelength
dependence of aerosol optical properties and the results obtained were compared to
a simultaneously operating commercial 3-wavelength photoacoustic and nephelometer instrument (PASS-3). The value of absorption and scattering Ångström exponent
obtained for soot from our instrument agreed closely with values available in literature.
Salt being a white aerosol, showed negligible absorption at visible wavelengths demonstrating the lack of scattering interferences on the absorption measurements, in contrast to filter-based measurements. Scattering coefficients of salt aerosol as obtained
by our instrument, showed strong wavelength dependence departing from a simple
power law. The absorption and scattering coefficients obtained with the commercial
instrument and interpolated on the supercontinuum wavelength bands agreed with the
observations from the SC-PNS. The absorption coefficient as measured for the first four
wavelength bands agree well with theoretical calculations when measuring a mixture
of NO2 in air. As the instrument operates over broad wavelength bands the knowledge
of the spectral details of absorption by gaseous species is less critical that for single
line laser-based photoacoustic systems.
The current version of the instrument measures at each wavelength band, one
at a time, which requires a stable size distribution and monotonic (or at least wellconstrained) variation in the concentration of the sample particles, to measure accurate aerosol absorption and scattering spectra. Efforts toward the development of a
field deployable instrument are currently under way by improving the current instrument
to measure simultaneously at different wavelengths and to expand the measurement
spectral region to the NIR to allow the characterization of aerosol optical properties over
most of the solar spectrum. Due to the minimum detectable absorption and scattering
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coefficients, the instrument can find applications in laboratory as well as in field studies
down to medium-low pollution environmental conditions. The instrument can provide
valuable and unique information on the wavelength dependence of the optical properties of ambient and laboratory-generated aerosols.
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542
607
675

387–447
450–500
517–567
572–642
641.5–708.5

64.2
56.4
56.8
80
73.7

Average
transmittance
[%]

Resulting
laser power
[mW]

> 90
> 90
> 93
> 92
> 90

15.6
26.5
45.6
86.4
64.4
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Table 1. Optical specifications of single-band bandpass filters used in the supercontinuum integrated photoacoustic-nephelometer spectrometer.
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MDS
[M m−1 ]

417
475
542
607
675
–

4
3
0.5
2
1
–

21
6
1.5
1
0.5
–

Laser
power [mW]

PASS-3
wavelength [nm]

MDA
[M m−1 ]

MDS
[M m−1 ]

Laser
power [mW]

15.6
26.5
45.6
86.4
64.4
–

405
–
532
–
–
781

0.4
–
8
–
–
0.3

0.2
–
1.7
–
–
0.8

254
–
89
–
–
501
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SC-PNS Center
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Table 2. Minimum detectable absorption (MDA) and scattering (MDS) coefficients for 60 s integration time.
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the supercontinuum integrated photoacoustic-nephelometer spectrometer.
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Fig. 2. Supercontinuum full spectrum and spectrum with visible filter unit.
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Fig. 3. Radiance spectra from single band filters (colored lines). Longer wavelengths are filtered
out by using an infrared blocking filter (dashed line represents the transmission spectrum of the
IR filter on the right vertical axis).
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Fig. 4. Normalized size distribution of (a) soot and (b) salt aerosols measured by an SMPS
during the experiment. The black curve indicates the initial size distribution at the beginning
of the experiment and the grey dashed curve indicates the size distribution toward the end of
experiment.
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Fig. 5. (a) Scattering and (b) absorption calibration plots for the SC-PNS instrument at all filter
wavelengths. Colors correspond to different filters.
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Fig. 6. (a) Absorption (βabs ) and (b) scattering (βsca ) coefficients of kerosene soot vs. wavelength (λ) measured by PASS-3 and SC-PNS, error bars indicate square root of the sum of
squares of background error, standard deviation of mean (standard error) and calibration variability. (c) Wavelength dependence of single scattering albedo (SSA) of kerosene soot, error
bars indicate the error propagated from absorption and scattering.
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Fig. 7. (a) Absorption (βabs ) and (b) scattering (βsca ) coefficients of common salt (NaCl) vs.
wavelength (λ) measured by PASS-3 and SC-PNS, error bars indicate square root of sum
of squares of background error, standard deviation of mean (standard error) and calibration
variability. (c) Single scattering albedo of salt, error bars indicate the error propagated from
absorption and scattering.
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Fig. 8. (a) Extinction coefficient, photoacoustic signal measured by SC-PNS, and absorption
coefficient estimated from the HITRAN database vs. wavelength. (b) Extinction and absorption coefficients measured by SC-PNS vs. absorption coefficients estimated from the HITRAN
database. The vertical error bars on the photoacoustic signal measured and corrected for photodissociation indicate the square root of the sum of squares of the standard deviation of the
mean (standard error) and the calibration variability. Vertical error bars on βext indicate the
square root of the sum of squares of the standard deviation of the mean (standard error) and
the propagated error from the laser power measurement. Horizontal errors on the absorption
coefficient calculated from the HITRAN database include 2 % uncertainty in NO2 absorption
cross section data and 2 % uncertainty in the NO2 concentration.
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Fig. 9. Allan deviation vs. integration time plots for (a) absorption (βabs ) and (b) scattering (βsca )
coefficients at different wavelength bands for SC-PNS and at different wavelengths for PASS-3.
Black dotted vertical and grey dashed lines indicate 60 s integration time and 1/square root of
integration time, respectively as guides to the eye.
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